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Big Bale Transtacker Operators Manual (DWA-FWA Included) 

 

Operation and Maintenance Manual 

 

 

 

Please read and follow all instructions before operating the machine 

 

It is the responsibility of the operator to read and understand the contents of 

this manual in full before operating the machine for the first time. 

The Operators Manual must accompany the machine at all times. If the 

machine is resold, the Operators Manual must be given to the new owners 

with the machine. 
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1.0 Introduction  

1.1 Description 
In choosing the Big Bale Transtacker, you have purchased a machine of exceptional versatility.   
 
This manual should be regarded as essential reading in the interest of safety, efficiency and longevity 
of the machine.  
 
References to the right-hand side and the left-hand side of the machine in this manual are taken as 
viewing the machine from the rear and facing in the normal direction of travel.  
 

1.2 Machine Identification Plate 
If Service parts are required, it is necessary to quote the machine serial number. This is located at the 

front right-hand side of the machine on top of the drawbar front plate.  

1.3 Intended Use of the Machine 
The Big Bale Transtacker is designed to collect bales of various widths and depths (approx. 2.4m ± 0.1m 

in length.) into completed stacks, and erect them into a tower.  

To achieve this, the width or the depth of the bales must form a cuboid that is 2.4m wide when 

arranged side by side in multiples.   

The machine will also retrieve previously erected towers and re-erect them in a new location.  

The Transtacker works collaboratively with bales of various straws and hays which are generally found 

in agriculture.  
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2.0 Specification  

2.1 General Transtacker Specifications 
Table 1: General Transtacker Specifications 

Length  10.7m 

Height 3.7 - 4.1m 

Automation Semi automatic pickup and stack sequences 

Unladen Weight 7.5 tonnes 

Maximum Load 9 tonnes 

Wheel/Tyres 560/60-22.5 12PR 

Oil Type Hydraulic 46 

Electrical Supply 30A 12V DC 

Brakes Dual hydraulic/air as standard 

 

2.2 Tractor Requirements 
Table 2: Tractor Requirements 

Horsepower 150HP+ 

Minimum Weight of Tractor 5 tonnes 

PTO Speed 540RPM 

Hydraulic requirement 1 double acting spool 

 

2.3 Bale Sizes and quantity to be carried 
Table 3: Bale sizes and quantities 

 Number of bales Transtacker can hold 

Bale size (m) Normal load With extra layer* 

0.8 x 0.9   21 24 

1.2 x 0.7  18 N/A 

1.20 x 0.9  14 16 

1.2 x 1.3  10 12** 

 
*There is an extra layer setting. To always load using the ‘extra layer setting’. see section 6.3.3 for full 

explanation.  

**In order to fit 12 of 1.2 x 1.3m bales, the bales must be rotated so strings are on the side of the bale. 

To achieve this, there must be either a quarter turn chute for the bales or a wheel baler turner which 

is fitted on the tractor’s front linkage. Both are available from Big Bale Co. South Ltd.  
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3.0 Machine Overview 
 

 

Figure 1: Transtacker Overview  
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4.0 Safety of Transtacker 
Operation of the machine without paying heed to the safety notices and both fitting and using the 

appropriate guards renders the operator liable to prosecution. This applies even if you are the injured 

party.  

Safety notices (decals) are displayed on the machine. These notices should be kept clean and intact so 

they are legible at all times. If any of the notices become detached or defaced, they must be replaced 

immediately. These are available from Big Bale Co. South Ltd.  

 

WARNING: Read Owner’s Manual 
This manual contains safety information, operation instructions and maintenance instructions for the 

Big Bale Transtacker. The operator must ensure they have read the manual in full and have a full 

understanding of this manual before operating the machine.   

 

WARNING: Before Commencing Any Repairs/Maintenance 
Before commencing any repairs or maintenance work on the machine, shut off the engine, remove 

key from the ignition and unplug electric control box.  

 

WARNING: 
Keep persons away from the machine during operation. There is a danger from falling bales and 

moving machinery. 

WARNING: Guidebar 

When the pickup Guidebar is in use, there is a danger that it may be 

overlooked by the operator. An indicator on the pickup latch signals 

to the operator that the Guidebar is folded in and the pickup 

mechanism is locked in position.   

Figure 2: Safety Latch 

WARNING:  
Do not raise the platform of the Transtacker while near high voltage power lines. Some parts of the 

machine can exceed 5.2m high and this could cause electrocution and/or fire.  

 

WARNING: Keep side gate pins in place when transporting on highways 
When travelling along roads, the side gates are subject to variable and high loads. Failure or 

inadvertent operation of the side gates could cause very serious injury or damage to others. Set the 

machine to ‘Road Mode’ prior to road transport.  

WARNING: 
Take care when operating on sloping or uneven ground as the machine has a high centre of gravity 
when loaded. Caution should always be taken to prevent overturning of the machine which could 
result in injury and/or damage.  
When picking up bales on sloping ground, always navigate the slope so that the bales are picked up 
from the high side (pickup side).  
 

WARNING: E-STOP 

If at any times you need to stop the machine during one of its auto functions, press the E-stop button 

located on the joystick box.  
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5.0 Operation of Transtacker 

5.1 Attachment to the Tractor 

5.1.1 Tractor Requirements 
PTO speed requirement is 540RPM.  
 
Electrical requirements; 12V DC Supply and 1 hydraulic spool with the flow set low (approx. 20% of 
flow) for pickup height adjustment.   
 
The drawbar load capacity requires a minimum of 3 tonnes.   
 
The recommended minimum horsepower of the tractor is 150HP.  
 
Recommended minimum tractor weight is 6 tonnes.   
 
The drawbar is normally supplied with a ring hitch, which is suitable for connection to pick up hitches 
found on most tractors in the UK. Ensure that the tractor hitch is suitable for the dimension of the 
ring.  
 

5.1.2 Attachment to Tractor 
• Hitch the tractor to the machine, removing the drawbar stand and pin and placing in the 

drawbar store. The machine should now sit approximately level at the chassis.  
• Install the PTO, ensuring the PTO guard chains are connected. Any damage caused to the 

machine by ill-maintained guards is the operator’s responsibility.     
• Connect the chosen method of braking, either hydraulic or air, and the two hydraulic hoses 

for controlling the pickup height. The two pipes need to be connected as a pair.   

• Release the Transtacker handbrake as shown in the top right corner of Figure 1, which is 

under the front left of the chassis.  

• Ensure the tractor’s lights are 12V DC before connecting the machine’s lights via the 7-pin 

plug. NOTE: Rear Beacon lights come on with the trailer’s side lights.   

 

Once installed, turn the tractor cautiously initially and ensure the tractor links, etc. do not make 
contract with any part of the Transtacker and that there is sufficient clearance for the hoses and PTO. 
It is advised to remove link arms where practical.   
 

NOTE: Any damage caused by the link arms is the operator’s responsibility.   
 

5.2 Electrical  

5.2.1 Mounting of the Control Box 
• Mount the screen and joystick in the tractor cab in a position that is convenient and 

comfortable for the operator. The screen and joystick come with ram mount balls for quick 
mounting/removal.   

•  Ensure that the screen and joystick do not obstruct access to any of the important controls 
within the tractor.  

 

5.2.2 Connecting the Control Harness 
• The provided control harness connects the battery, screen, joystick and the tool post on 

the Transtacker. The location of each connector should be labelled on the harness.   
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• The power supply required for powering the system is 12V DC. Ensure a 30A fuse is wired to 
the positive.   

• Connect the two terminals on the harness to a 12V DC battery as labelled to ensure good 
connection. Red connects to the positive and the black to the negative.   

• NOTE: Terminals must be connected to the battery  
• The large black connector connects into the rear of the screen.  
• The 8-pin plug with a green end plugs into the joystick.  

NOTE: This connector has keyways on two corners. Ensure keyways match up with both 
connectors.   

• The female circular aluminium connector plugs into the male circular aluminium connector, 
located on the tool post of the Transtacker.    

   

5.2.3 Joystick Functionality  
To operate functions, refer to Table 4 to choose the function you wish to select. Where a button is 

specified you must push and hold the button and push the joystick in the direction instructed. 

If the function begins with ‘Auto’, this is an automated function. How to start and stop automated 

functions is covered in sections 5.3 and 5.4. Referring to Table 4, there are two modes where 

the joystick has different functions. To interchange between Stack Mode and Field Mode, press and 

release the top right button on the joystick. For further explanation, see section ‘5.2.4 Control Modes’. 

 

Figure 3: Joystick Button Position and direction. 
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Table 4: Joystick Functions 

Joystick Button Joystick Position Field Mode Stack Mode 

None Forward Auto-Pickup Tip Bed Down 

 Backward Auto Stack with Tie Tip Bed Up 

 
Left Open Left Gate Open Left Gate 

 Right Open Right Gate Open Right Gate 

Top Left Forward Raise Pickup Auto Open 

 
Backward Lower Pickup 

 

 Left Retract Tines Rotate Turntable ACW 

 Right Insert Tines Rotate Turntable CW 

Bottom Left Forward Auto-Pickup Auto Tip Bed Down 

 
Backward Auto-Stack No Tie Auto-Open 

 Left Close Left Gate Close Left Gate 

 
Right Close Right Gate Close Right Gate 

Middle Forward Auto Lower Turntable Retract Hooks 

 Backward Open Rear Clamps Open Rear Clamps 

 
Left Retract Guide Bar Lower Turntable 

 Right Extend Guide Bar Extend Turntable 

Bottom Right Forward Forks Forward Raise Turntable 

 
Backward Retract Hooks Close Rear Clamps 

 Left Fork Raise Retract Turntable 

 Right Insert Hooks Insert Hooks 

 

5.2.4 Transtacker Control Modes 
There are three modes for the Transtacker: Field Mode, Stack Mode and Road Mode. ‘Field Mode’ is 

for loading of the Transtacker in the field. ‘Stack Mode’ is for unloading and recollecting of stacks. 

‘Road Mode’ is a safe state for highway travel.   
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The mode is specified in the top left-hand corner of the screen (see blue arrow in Figure 4). To 

interchange between ‘Field Mode’ and ‘Stack Mode’, you can either press the top right-hand button 

on the joystick (see Figure 3) or press the bottom right button on the screen (see green arrow 

in Figure 4).   

 

Figure 4: Screen Display showing the mode. 

To enter ‘Road Mode’, press and hold the top right button on the screen for approximately 2 seconds. 

The ‘Entering Road Mode’ notice bar will appear at the top of the screen (see Figure 5). To 

successfully enter ‘Road Mode’, the PTO must be running and the trailer will close up ready to travel 

on the highway. In the ‘Road Mode’ sequence, the side gates, rear clamps, guide bar, tines and pickup 

may all move to achieve a safe road position.  

To leave ‘Road Mode’, the bottom left button must be pressed and held. Again, the bar graphic must 

be full before it will return to either ‘Stack Mode’ or ‘Field Mode’ (See Figure 6). The trailer will not 

automatically move when removed from ‘Road Mode’ without input from the operator.   

 

Figure 5: Entering Road Mode 
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Figure 6: Leaving Road Mode 

5.2.5 Screen functionality 
This section explains the use of the screen and the purpose of each button. When you first turn on 

your screen, you will be met with the screensaver screen shown in Figure 7. To get to the work screen, 

press any button on the joystick. The screensaver will also reappear after a predetermined period of 

time (default setting is 4 mins). As and when it appears, just push any button on the joystick. 

 

Figure 7: Screensaver screen 

Table 5 shows the symbols and their corresponding function.    
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Table 5: Screen Symbols Explained 

Symbol Function 

 

 
 

‘Road Mode’ selection. 

 

 
 

Bale count page. 

 

 
 

This symbol turns the text on the ‘Field 
Mode’ and ‘Stack Mode’ screens. 

 

 
Field Mode 

 

 
Stack Mode 

 

This symbol shows the mode it would 
change to if the corresponding joystick or 

screen button is pressed.  
For example, if the ‘Field Mode’ symbol is 
shown, the machine is in ‘Stack Mode’ and 
when the ‘Stack Mode’ symbol is shown, 

the machine is in ‘Field Mode’.  
 

 

The screen also gives you feedback during the an ‘Auto’ sequence. Figure 8 shows the ‘Auto-Stack with 

Tie’ symbol is highlighted in brown, which tells you the function is active and therefore the machine 

is moving. In the top right corner, the screen tells you the function/s it’s performing at that moment. 

In this example, the machine is ‘Extending, Raising and Rotating Stack Table’ which can be useful 

feedback information for diagnostic purposes referenced later in this manual. 
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Figure 8: HMI showing highlighted auto function and corresponding text 

5.2.6 Bale Layout Symbols and Deletion  
During loading the trailer, the top centre of the screen displays a side view of the trailer showing you 

the number of layers on the machine and which layers are tied, see Figure 9. This area of the screen 

is called the Bale Display.  

 

Figure 9: Screen with Bale Layout across the top. 

When an ‘Auto-Stack’ sequence is started via manual input and the ‘Auto-Stack’ symbol on the screen 

becomes brown, a layer will be added to the bale display. Sometimes, if the function is cancelled for 

whatever reason, then it is possible to use the bottom left button on the screen to ‘delete’ the 

cancelled layer. This way the bale display will always correspond to the number of layers on 

the Transtacker.   

The layers appear on the screen from right to left, so the most recent layer is shown on the furthest 

right of the bale display. When you press the ‘delete’ button, the bale display will delete a layer as 

seen between the left-hand screen and right-hand screen in Figure 9. 

Once familiar with the Transtacker, the bale display is very useful to aid with planning a route around 

the field. You will know the total number of layers on the machine and therefore how many more 

layers and/or bales are required meaning you can plan the most efficient route to collect the 

remaining number of bales to fill the trailer.  
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5.2.7 Bale Count Screen  
The bale count screen tells you the bale count of the machine. There is a total bale count and 3 

resettable bale counts all resettable by pressing the corresponding button on the right-hand side of 

the screen.  

 

Figure 10: Bale Count Screen 

NOTE: The bale count only increments when the ‘Retract Tines’ action is completed as part of the 

‘Auto-Pickup’ cycle. Therefore, if the ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence is interrupted before the ‘Retract Tines’ 

action is completed, or an occasional bale is picked up manually then these bales will not be counted 

on the bale count. To return to work screen from this screen, press the ‘Enter’ button located on the 

bottom right of the screen. 

 

5.3 Loading bales onto your Transtacker 

5.3.1 Opening the Transtacker for Loading 
Having entered the field and you now need to open up the Transtacker ready to collect bales as 

follows:  

1. Exit ‘Road Mode’ and enter ‘Field Mode’ (see section 5.2.4). Now you will need to engage the 

PTO and do the following steps to open the Transtacker. 

 

Figure 11: Extend Guidebar and Pickup Latch Position 

2. Press the Middle Button and move joystick right and hold to Extend the Guidebar. The guide 

bar can either be seen in the right-hand mirror or over your right shoulder (Figure 11). 
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a. ‘Extend Guidebar’ will release the safety latch on the pickup. You can see the latch is 

released by looking over your right shoulder and see the position of the latch relative 

to the decal behind it (see Figure 11). Position 1 is unlocked position and position 2 is 

the locked position.  

NOTE: Should the latch not move, you may need to do a ‘Lower Pickup’ to release the 

weight by pressing and holding the top left button and move joystick backwards 

momentarily. 

 

Figure 12: Open Rear Clamps 

3. Press the middle button and move the joystick backwards and hold to open the rear clamps 

(Figure 12). 

 

Figure 13: Open Left Gate (Left Screen) and Open Right Gate (Right Screen) 

4. Move the joystick left and right to open the side gates (Figure 13). 

a. NOTE: On the EWA and FWA, the side gate pins have a lock position and will require 

removing before you can open the side gates. See Section 6.1.1 in adjustments on 

removing side gate pins. 

5. Should you want to use the forks, see section 5.3.2.  

NOTE: Before you can pickup a bale, you may need to adjust the Pickup Height, see section 6.1.2.  

5.3.2 Use of Forks  
The forks are only required for bales less than 0.8m high or when working on particularly steep 

ground. The forks on the Transtacker arrive bolted down, see section 6.1.3 to unbolt the forks/bolt 

back down the forks.   

Should you wish to use the forks, once the bolts are removed, follow steps below: 

1. Select ‘Field Mode’ 
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Figure 14: Forks Forward 

2. Press the bottom right button and push joystick forward to pull the forks to the front of the 

platform (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 15: Forks Raise 

3. Holding the bottom right button and pull the joystick backwards to raise the forks. Once the 

forks are fully raised, they are ready for use (Figure 15). 

NOTE: The forks will automatically retract during an ‘Auto-Stack’ sequence or when the Turntable is 

retracted and no additional operation is required. The forks will automatically be folded down and 

pulled to the front of the trailer when there is a complete load.  

5.3.3 Auto Pickup Operation 
1. Drive along the side of your first bale. Drive forward, pushing the bale along the ground and 

turn towards the bale to push the bale tight into the pickup.  

 

 

Figure 16: Selecting 'Auto-Pickup' 
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2. Once the bale is in the correct position, tight to the pickup and against the Guidebar. Push the 

joystick forward and then release (assumed you’re already in field mode). This will pick the 

bale up and place on the Turntable for you (Figure 16). 

o Should you wish to stop the automated sequence at any point, just push the joystick 

left or right and this will cancel the function and the machine will await operator input. 

To know it’s cancelled, the brown highlighted auto-pickup symbol will change to the 

background colour again.  

o NOTE: If the Guidebar is retracted, ‘Auto-Pickup’ won’t work.  

3. Should you want the pickup tines to penetrate the bale further, push the joystick forward and 

hold it will continue inserting the tines until the joystick is released at which point it will 

continue the auto-pickup sequence. This could therefore allow you to reduce the ‘Auto Insert 

Tines’ timer and if the tine penetration isn’t sufficient then hold the joystick it is. See setting 

on how to adjust timer.  

4. Now repeat the process to fill the Turntable, (this will be 2 six string bales or 3 four string 

bales) 

The design of machine requires the bale being picked up to push the bale already on the turntable 

across. To assist with pushing the bales across the turntable there are two additional functions built 

into the ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence which are explained below: 

• During the lowering of the pickup within the auto pickup sequence, should you wish to push 

the bale further across the turntable, wait until the pickup is approximately half way through 

lowering (Pickup is parallel to the turntable) and then push and hold the joystick forward. This 

will raise the pickup again to push the bale further across the turntable. 

o  If the setting ‘Extend Tines in Bump’ is ‘Active’, it will also reinsert the tines to push 

the bale even further. You will need to let the pickup lower enough to give enough 

time for the tines to insert before they make contact with the bale. See Extra Setting 

in section 6.3.3 to learn about ‘Extend Tines in Bump’ setting. If you are unsure of the 

stage of the machine, reference the ‘function description’ displayed in the top right 

corner of the screen (see section 5.2.5) 

5. During the pickup lifting the bale during the auto pickup sequence, you can push the joystick 

forward and this will lower the pickup. When you release it, it will continue to raise the pickup 

again. It is recommended to test the functionality without a bale to become familiar with it. 

This is very useful if the bale being lifted by the pickup is trying to sit on top of the bale already 

on the turntable. 

o If bump (pickup lower) speed is found too aggressive, it is possible to slow down the 

bump speed by reducing the setting ‘Auto Lower Pickup Speed’  

NOTE: Reducing this setting will marginally slow down overall pickup cycle.  

5.3.4 Picking up a bale manually  
1. Align the bale as described in the previous section. 
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Figure 17: Insert Tines 

2. When the bale is in the correct position, press the top left button and push to the right to 

‘Insert Tines’ until the tines penetrate the bale sufficiently (Figure 17). 

 

3.  

Figure 18: Pickup Raise 

4. Press and hold the top left button and move joystick forward and the pickup will lift the bale 

(Figure 18).  This function is proportional so the further forward you push the joystick, the 

faster the pickup will raise.    

a. NOTE: The hooks will automatically retract when raising the pickup manually. 

 

 

Figure 19: Retract Tines 

5. When the pickup has placed the bale on the Turntable, stop pushing the joystick forward. Hold 

down the top left button and move the joystick left to pull the tines out of the bale (Figure 

19).  
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Figure 20: Insert Hooks 

6. Press and hold the bottom right button and move joystick right to insert hooks into the bale 

(Figure 20). 

 

 

Figure 21: Lower Pickup 

7. Press and hold the top left button and move the joystick backwards to lower the pickup to its 

home position (Figure 21).  

8. Repeat process from step 1 until Turntable is ‘full’. 

5.3.5 Auto Stack with Tie Operation 
Before operating the auto stack function, ensure the following: 

• The pickup is in its home position. 

• The turntable is full and the bales are well aligned.  

• The side gates are open just past vertical, forks are raised (if being used) and rear clamps are 

fully open. 
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Figure 22: Auto Stack with Tie 

1. Move the joystick backwards and release it (Figure 22). The machine will place the first line of 

bales on the platform against the forks and return to its home position in this sequence.  

a. NOTE: To cancel the sequence at any point, move the joystick backwards and the auto 

stack sequence will stop immediately.  

b. NOTE: If the side gates are not open enough, you can open the left and right-side gate 

by pushing the joystick left and right direction while the auto stack function is 

operating.  

c. NOTE: If you wish to clamp the bales, press and hold the bottom left button and push 

the joystick left and right, you can also close the gates while the auto stack function is 

operating. 

5.3.6 Auto Stack with No Tie Operation 
When building a stack, the easiest way is to incorporate ‘No Tie’ layers in the first couple of stacks to 

make it stable and give you a solid stack to tip against.  

1. To do an ‘Auto Stack with No Tie’, all the checks must be done again for an ‘Auto Stack with 

Tie’. 

 

 

Figure 23: Auto Stack with No Tie 

2. Press and hold the bottom left button, move joystick backwards and release. The sequence 

can be cancelled by moving the joystick backwards again and the side gates can be operated 

as the same as in ‘Auto Stack with Tie’. 

NOTE: When adding ‘No Ties’ into a stack, it’s far easier to dissemble the stack if the top two layers 

are the same way. For example, both with ties or both no ties.  
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5.3.7 Combined Auto Pickup and Auto Stack  
The Transtacker has a feature where you can pickup another bale and the pickup will hold and carry 

that bale at the ‘Pickup Hold Angle’ while the ‘Auto Stack’ is already operating. Once the ‘Auto Stack’ 

sequence is complete, the ‘Auto Pickup’ sequence will continue and complete.  

The indicator that the pickup is queued and that it will pause at the ‘Pickup Hold Angle’, the ‘Auto-

Pickup’ symbol will be blue rather than brown until the Auto Stack Sequence is completed where it 

will become brown again (see Figure 24).   

 

Figure 24: Screenshot showing when Auto-Stack is working and Auto-Pickup is queued 

To cancel a function, while the ‘Auto Stack’ is working and ‘Auto Pickup’ is queued, simply move the 

joystick backwards. This will cancel BOTH functions. Once the ‘Auto-Stack’ is complete and the ‘Auto-

Pickup’ symbol becomes brown, then the sequence can be cancelled by pushing the joystick to either 

side. While the ‘Auto-Stack’ is ‘Active’, you can still open and close the side gates as per usual (see 

Section 5.3.5). 

 

Figure 25: Queuing Auto-Stack with Tie 

The ‘Auto-Stack’ function can also be queued (Figure 25). Once the ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence has started 

the pickup of the final bale for the Turntable to be full, the joystick can be pulled backwards to ‘queue’ 

the ‘Auto-Stack’ function. To know the ‘Auto-Stack’ is queued, the symbol will be blue and it will return 

to brown when the ‘Auto-Stack’ function starts.  

5.3.8 Stacking Bales Manually 
NOTE: While it is possible to stack manually, it is recommended to use the ‘Auto-Stack’ function unless 

the operator is very competent. In stacking manually, there is much greater risk of damaging the 

machine. Ensure the machine is in ‘Stack Mode’ and carry out the same checks as in ‘Auto Stack with 

Tie’ operation. 
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Figure 26: Insert Hooks 

1. Check if the hooks are inserted into the bales. If hooks need inserting, press the bottom right 

button and push the joystick to the right to hook the bales (Figure 26). 

 

 

Figure 27: Raise Stack Table 

2. Press the bottom right button and move the joystick forward momentarily to lift the turntable 

clear of the pickup and stops. 

a. NOTE: Turntable lift POT sensor angle must be greater than setting ‘Minimum Table 

Lift to Rotate/Extend’ for Turntable to extend, retract or rotate. This is a safety system 

to prevent damage to the machine.  

 

Figure 28: Extend Stack Table 

3. Hold down the middle button and move the joystick right until the turntable is forward 

approximately 0.3-0.35m clear of its bottom nylon stops (Figure 28). 
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Figure 29: Rotate Stack Table Clockwise 

4. If you want to rotate (tie) the layer, hold down the top left button and push the joystick right 

until the turntable is fully rotated 90o (Figure 29). If you don’t wish to rotate the turntable, go 

straight to step 5. 

5. Hold down the bottom right button and move the joystick forward to raise the Turntable to 

approximately 45o (Figure 27). 

6. Hold down the middle button and move the joystick right to extend the turntable further 

forward (Figure 28). 

a. NOTE: IT IS THE OPERATOR’S RESPONSIBILTY TO ENSURE TRANSTACKER MAINTAINS 

SAFE DISTANCE FROM TRACTOR CAB. 

7. Hold down the bottom right button and move joystick forward to raise the Turntable to 90o 

(Figure 27). 

 

Figure 30: Retract Stack Table 

8. Hold down the bottom right button and push the joystick left to retract the turntable (Figure 

30). 

a. NOTE: Depending on the position of the side gates, you may need to open the side 

gates to prevent damage to the bales being retracted.  
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Figure 31: Retract Hooks 

9. Hold down the middle button and push the joystick forward to retract the hooks from the 

bales (Figure 31). 

a. NOTE: If working on sloping ground, it is advised to close the side gates before going 

any further in this sequence. 

 

Figure 32: Lower Stack Table 

10. Hold down the middle button and move the joystick left to lower the turntable away from the 

bales to approx. 45o (Figure 32). 

 

Figure 33: Rotate Stack Table Anticlockwise 

11. Hold down the top left button and move the joystick left to rotate the turntable to 0o (Figure 

33). If turntable wasn’t rotated, go straight to step 12.  

12. Hold down the middle button and move the joystick left to fully lower the Turntable onto the 

Turntable Stops (Figure 32).  
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5.3.9 Auto Lower Turntable 
This auto function returns the turntable to its home position (rotated correctly and resting on the 

Turntable Stops).  NOTE: This auto function will retract the hooks. Therefore, DO NOT use this auto 

function when there are bales on the turntable as this could cause damage to the machine and/or 

tractor.  

 

Figure 34: Auto Lower Stack Table 

The main purpose of this function is to assist with loading the machine manually. Once you have placed 

the bales on the platform, you can use this auto function to automatically lower the turntable. It will 

check if the turntable is rotated and will rotate it back to its home position if necessary, before 

lowering it onto the turntable stops.  

5.3.10 Completing a Load 
At the rear of the trailer, there is a sensor that detects when the trailer is ‘full’. When the sensor is 

activated, the background of the bale display turns blue (see Figure 35). Within the ‘Auto-Stack’ 

sequence, it will close the side gates and rear clamps, pull the forks up the bed, retract the guide bar, 

lower the pickup and retract the pickup tines.  

 

Figure 35: Bale Layout Background showing blue as trailer is 'Full'. 

For rolled bale sizes 0.8x0.9m, 1.2x0.9m and 1.3x1.2m, the Transtacker can carry an additional layer 

by changing the ‘Extra Layer’ setting to ‘Active’. Table 3 shows you the different number of bales you 

can carry depending on whether the ‘Extra Layer’ setting is ‘Active’ or ‘Inactive’.  
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5.4 Tipping a Full Load 
This section explains the process of tipping a trailer.  

5.4.1 Tipping up the trailer and manually releasing stack 
Manoeuvre the Transtacker to the stack site and ensure the following: 

• The ground is firm and flat with slopes of no more than 5 degrees. 

• Check there are no overhead obstacles or power lines. It is recommended to keep 10m away 

from power lines. 

• Check the load is still secure and the forks are pulled forward (if being used) 

o If the forks are not forward or the forks switch is ‘ON’ then the trailer will not tip up.  

• Check there are no by-standers, animals or property that will be damaged by falling bales. 

• For plural stacks, it is recommended to use a tramline as a guide in order to get the stack in 

line.  

 

1. Press and hold to exit ‘Road Mode’ and switch to ‘Stack Mode’ if required.  

2. Manoeuvre the machine where you want to begin the stack. 

 

Figure 36: Tip Bed Up 

3. Pull the joystick backwards to raise the platform. Ensure the load is secure and if ‘Extra Layer’ 

function is ‘Active’, ensuring hooks are well inserted (Figure 36). 

4. Once the trailer reaches approximately 45 degrees, the skids will come into contact with the 

ground. Select neutral or depress the clutch and release the brakes which will allow the 

machine to roll backwards while tipping. 

5. Continue to raise the trailer until the stack is vertical (90 degrees). 

 

Figure 37: Open left and right hand side gate 

6. Move the joystick left and right to open the left and right hand side gates respectively 

(Figure 37).  
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Figure 38: Retract Hooks 

7. Hold the middle button and push forward to release the hooks (Figure 38). 

 

Figure 39: Lower Stack Table 

8. Keep the middle button held down and move the joystick left to lift the Turntable off the stack 

and to lower the Turntable to approximately 45 degrees (Figure 39).  

 

Figure 40: Extend Stack Table 

9. Keep the middle button held down and move the joystick right to extend the Turntable away 

from the stack (Figure 40). 
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Figure 41: Open Rear Clamps 

10. Still holding the middle button, move the joystick backward to release the rear clamps (Figure 

41).  

5.4.2 Stacking against previous stacks  
This is basic technique for forming a tight and tidy stack.  

1. Manoeuvre the machine to align it with the previous stack, keeping a sensible distance in 

front of the stack. 

 

Figure 42: Location of Platform Lift Assist Cylinders and correct tipping position 

2. With the trailer in ‘Stack Mode’, raise the trailer platform up so it’s just touching/about to 

come off the lift assistor cylinders (Figure 42).  

3. Reverse slowly until the you feel the trailer make contact with the existing stack. Using the 

Transtacker mudguard as a reference, pull forward approximately 8-9 tyre cleats and then 

proceed to tip the trailer up. This should give you a relatively tight stack. Depending on ground, 

adjust number of cleats in order to get stack to satisfactory tightness between stacks. 

NOTE: It can be useful to use a tramline or hedge line in order to get the stack relatively straight.  

You will also find that if the bales are stacked too tight at the bottom of the stack, the stack will always 

want to lean forward. In order for the stack to be stable enough to remain standing for a period of 
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time, and depending on the gradient of the ground, you may need a gap up to 0.3m at the bottom of 

the stack in order for the stack to be vertical and tight at the top.  

5.4.3 Auto Open 
‘Auto-Open’ has two purposes. Firstly, the auto function can be used to release the stack rather than 

doing it manually, as instructed in section 5.4.1. The ‘Auto-Open’ function automatically carries out all 

those operations. 

Secondly, should you wish to retrieve a stack, you can use the ‘Auto-Open’ function to fully open the 

trailer while the platform is down on the Stops and before raising the platform. 

 

Figure 43: Two ways to start 'Auto-Open' Sequence 

The ‘Auto-Open’ function is located in ‘Stack Mode’, which can be accessed two ways. You can either 

hold down the top left button and push forward or hold down the bottom left button and pull the 

joystick backwards (Figure 43). 

It’s advised that if you use this function, you need to be confident the stack is vertical and secure 

before releasing it. If there are any doubts with stack stability, follow section 5.4.1 where you can 

manually release the stack in stages. To cancel the auto function when selected by either option, 

simply move the joystick in any direction.   
 

5.4.4 Stack Side by Side 
To stack side by side, either side gate can be lowered to enable closer placing of stacks. Removal of 

either side gate pin is required (see section 6.1.1), however do not lower the side gate until the trailer 

is tipped to approximately 45 degrees. This will ensure all the bales are secure by inter layer friction.  

Once the trailer is tipped halfway and the side gate has been opened, manoeuvre the stack into 

position before raising the platform fully. Remember the machine will roll back a fraction when the 

machine fully tips. 
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Figure 44: Shows difference between poorly and well aligned side by side stacking 

The alignment of the adjacent stacks is important as to not over stress the side gates on existing stacks 

(see Figure 44). Very poorly aligned stacks will cause damage to the side gate, as seen on the right side 

of Figure 44.  

NOTE: Any damage caused to side gate by badly aligned stacks is the operator’s responsibility. The 

operator should always aim to align the new stack with the existing stack/s and not stack further 

behind.  The operator will also need to be aware of the side gate whilst manoeuvring the machine into 

place as to no stress the side gate on existing stacks.  

NOTE: Be careful to not overpower the rear clamps when releasing a stack. Overpowering and opening 

the rear clamps excessively will cause the whole trailer to be pushed sideways and will cause excessive 

stress on the machine. Once the clamping force is released, the clamps should slide out from 

underneath the stack as you slowly pull forward away from the stack.  

NOTE: Should there be road travel between the stack site and the collection site, it is the operator’s 

responsibility to ensure both side gate road pins are fitted.  

5.4.5 Auto Tip Bed Down 
Once the Transtacker is clear of the stack, the ‘Auto Tip Bed Down’ function can be used to bring the 

Transtacker platform back down automatically. This function is in ‘Stack Mode’. To access it, hold the 

bottom left button and push joysticks forwards and release. To cancel the function, move joystick in 

any direction.  

 

Figure 45: Auto Tip Bed Down 
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NOTE: Before starting this function, the operator needs to ensure that the Turntable is not lowered   

more than half way (45 degrees).  Otherwise, the machine will automatically bring the Turntable down 

fully without the necessary rotation of the Turntable to be back in its home position. If the Turntable 

is less than 45 degrees, it must be raised to avoid causing damage to the machine.  

5.4.6 Retrieving an erected Stack  
To make it easier to retrieve a stack it is advised that stacks are tied together.  

1. If necessary, exit ‘Road Mode’ and put Transtacker into ‘Stack Mode’. 

2. Hold down either the top left button and push the joystick forward or press the bottom left 

button and pull back the joystick to start the ‘Auto Open’ function (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 46: Tip Bed Up 

3. Pull the joystick back to tip the machine up until it is upright. Backup to the stack until the 

platform makes contact with the stack. 

 

Figure 47: Close right and left side gates 

4. Hold down the bottom left button and push the joystick left and right to close corresponding 

side gates (Figure 47). 
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Figure 48: Raise Stack Table 

5. Hold down the bottom right button and move the joystick forward to raise the Turntable to 

be perpendicular to the Platform (Figure 48). 

a. NOTE:  The Turntable must be parallel to the bales (fully raised) before retracting 

the Turntable onto the top of the stack, as this could cause damage to the Turntable.  

 

Figure 49: Retract Stack Table 

6. Continue to hold down the bottom right button and move the joystick left to retract the 

turntable onto the top of the stack (Figure 49). 

 

Figure 50: Insert Hooks 

7. Hold down the bottom right button and push the joystick right to insert the hooks into the 

bales (Figure 50). 

 

Figure 51: Close Rear Clamps 
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8. Hold down the bottom right button and move joystick back to close the rear clamps (Figure 

51).  

a. Be aware that if the trailer is over vertical, the rear clamps will get full of soil and will 

not be able to clamp the bales as intended. 

 

Figure 52: Tip Bed Down 

9. Push the joystick forward all the way until the platform is resting on the Stops (Figure 52). 

10. Enter ‘Road Mode’ to ensure safety of load before travelling down the road. 

a. NOTE: It is the operator’s responsibility to ensure the load is secure before travelling 

on the highway and ensuring the bales are securely in the rear clamps as advised.   
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6.0  Adjustments  
This section covers all forms of adjustments to the Transtacker in order for the machine to perform 

efficiently and as intended.  

6.1 Mechanical Adjustments 
This section covers all the necessary mechanical adjustments between bale sizes and a step by step 

guide on how to carry out the adjustments.  

6.1.1 Side Gate Pins position 
2013 or DWA Transtackers only have a singular hole in the side gate, which is the working position. 

This enables the operator to both load and stack the bales (see blue pin in Figure 53 below). The pin 

will only need to be removed when you wish to stack side by side.  

2014 (EWA) and 2015 (FWA) both have 2 pin holes, one is the transport position and one is the working 

position. When the Transtacker is delivered, the pin will be in the transport position (highlighted by 

red circle in Figure 53). When you arrive to the field to start loading, you will need to move the pin 

from the transport position into the working position (as shown by the location of the blue pin in 

Figure 53). As above, the pin will only need to be completely removed when wanting to stack side by 

side.   

NOTE: To prevent the pin falling out of position during the tipping of the trailer, it needs to be inserted 

from the front to the rear.  

NOTE: When travelling on the road, the side gate pins MUST be inserted into the transport position 

when the machine is empty. When the Transtacker is loaded, the pin MUST be inserted into the 

working position.  Any consequences caused by the pins not being in either of the side gate positions 

are the operator’s responsibility.  

 

Figure 53: Side Gate Transport and Working Pin Positions. 
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6.1.2 Pickup Height Plates for corresponding bale size 
The pickup is mounted on to the chassis by 2 vertical square posts that slide vertically in brackets on 

the chassis. The height of the pickup is dictated by pins and plates inserted through holes in the 2 

vertical square posts. 

The correct height for the pickup is half way between the top of the bale and the top of the fully 

lowered and retracted turntable. It follows that changing the height of the tractor drawbar will have 

an effect on the pickup height, though different heights of bales will have a more considerable effect 

on the pickup adjustment.  

To adjust the pickup height, proceed as follows: 

1. Stop the machine on level flat ground, in a straight line. 

2. Switch off the control system and the PTO to prevent the machine from being able to move.  

3. Raise the pickup up off the stop plates using the tractor spool.  

Note: Flow rate wants to be approx. 20% of max flow. 

4. Pull the R clips out of the pins and move the pins and plates to the holes in vertical legs to 

achieve the position as described above. 

a. NOTE: The plates have two sets of holes and are off-centre so inverting the plates 

will give you a finer level of adjustment.  

5. Return to the cab and lower the pickup onto the stop plates and put the spool in float.  

 

Figure 54: Position of Pickup Height Plates to protect Pickup Lift Cylinder 

NOTE: The plates CANNOT be proud of the top of the vertical legs (Figure 54). If the plates are proud 

of the legs, the plates will cause damage to the pickup lift cylinders. If you’re picking up 1.2x0.7m 

bales, you’ll find the pickup frame can rest on the chassis and remove the pickup height plates and 

pins all together.   

When entering and exiting gateways, you can raise the pickup off the stops to increase the ground 

clearance of machine. This may be of particular use if you have the Pickup Shoe lower than the bottom 

rail of the pickup (see 6.1.5 about for Pickup Shoe adjustment).   
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6.1.3 Forks – bolting down/releasing.  
For the purpose of delivery, the forks are bolted to the clamp beam by M12 bolts. If the forks are 

required, then these bolts and spacers must be removed and saved. It will be necessary to use the 

forks if the bales are not sufficiently stable or when working on particularly steep ground.  

The forks may be left bolted down if the bales are of sufficient depth (usually 0.8m or more). It is also 

desirable to bolt the forks down during extensive use of the machine for moving stacks.  

Should you wish to bolt the forks back down and the forks are out of position you will need to do the 

following steps: 

1. Select ‘Stack Mode’ and ensure you are in an area clear of power lines and have ample space 

to tip the trailer. 

2. Press the bottom right button and move joystick forward to raise the turntable to 

approximately 45o (Figure 48). 

3. Pull the joystick backwards and tip the trailer all the way up to vertical (Figure 46).  

4. If the forks are folded down go to step 5. If the forks are raised, change to ‘Field Mode’ and 

press the bottom right button and move the joystick forward and hold. The forks will fold 

themselves down (Figure 15). Then return to ‘Stack Mode’. 

5. Press the bottom right button and move joystick left and hold to retract the turntable and the 

forks should travel down the platform to the rear of the trailer (Figure 49). 

6. Once the forks are all the way to the rear of the trailer, push the joystick forward and bring 

the Platform back down onto the stops (Figure 52). 

7. Stop the PTO and bolt the forks down at the rear and tighten the bolts. 

8. Return to the tractor and re-engage the PTO. Select ‘Field Mode’. Press the bottom right 

button and push the joystick forward to tension the cables (Figure 14). 

NOTE: Should you choose to operate with the forks bolted down, there is a setting in ‘Extra Settings’ 

called ‘Forks Forward Timer’ which can be reduced to speed up the ‘Auto-Closing’ function of the 

Transtacker (see section 6.3.3). 

6.1.4 Number of tines and their positioning 
This section gives you some basic idea of tine positions and the weight each tine can withstand. As a 

basic rule, 2 tines will pickup up to a 300kg bale and 4 tines will be required for any heavier bales.  

For 1.2x1.3m, 1.2x0.9m and 0.8x0.9m bales you will want 4 tines, 2 in the top holes and two in the 

bottom holes of the tine frames.   

For 1.2x0.7m bales, two tines in the bottom holes of the tine frames are sufficient.  

NOTE: Due to the height of the pickup required for the bales to land on the turntable correctly, you 

CANNOT have any tines in the top hole of the tine frames as this will clash with the turntable.  

Therefore, if you wish to pickup 1.2x0.7m bales and either 1.2x0.9m or 0.8x0.9m, then you will need 

4 tines, two in the bottom hole of the tine frames and two in the middle holes of the tine frames. To 

install tines in middle holes, you will need to remove tine cylinder rod end pin, tighten the tine and 

then reinstall the tine cylinder pins.   

Tightening torque of tines is 250ft lbs or as tight as possible with the tools available to you.  

NOTE: Insufficient tightness will cause the tines to be loose, which will wear the grooves in the tine 

frames and therefore cause the tines to twist in the frame.  
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6.1.5 Pickup Shoe adjustment 
The Pickup Shoe is the black bar on the bottom of the pickup. It is generally only needed when picking 

up 1.2x1.3m bales as the tines will be higher in the bale in order for the pickup height to be correct 

for the Turntable. 

You may find during the ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence, the bale may try and roll away from the pickup rather 

than lift with the pickup. To prevent this, take two 13mm spanners and remove the M8 bolts and slide 

the shoe down. If you’re doing this on your own, a jack may be handy to support the weight of the 

pickup shoe and stop it falling totally out.  

There are two possible holes in the pickup shoe. Depending on the ground clearance required, choose 

the appropriate holes to meet the amount of support required.  

6.1.6 Turntable Stop Adjustment 
The black Stop on the left hand side of the Turntable slides in and out of the Turntable. This Stop can 

be used to ‘tighten’ the stack if you feel there are gaps between the two bales during the ‘Auto-Stack’ 

sequence. Be aware of making the bales too tight, otherwise you will find that during the ‘Auto-Pickup’ 

sequence, the machine will not be able to complete the sequence when placing the final bale on the 

turntable. The pickup won’t retract the tines because the pickup would not have pushed the bale far 

enough onto the turntable. In this case, you will need to slide the bar out of one hole. The Turntable 

Stop should only need adjusting in the initial setup or during the scenario described below. 

When picking up 1.2x1.3m bales, if the bales are rolled through 90 degrees so when you pick them up, 

the strings are around the sides of the bales rather than top to bottom, the Stop will need to be slid 

out approximately 0.2m to compensate in the difference for the bale width.  

6.2 Stack Configurations 
This section gives operators who are new to stacking some basic ideas as how to ‘build’ a stack. This 

is only a guide and the main person to discuss the stack configuration with the is the person who is 

taking the stacks down and loading. 

 

Figure 55: Stack Configurations examples for 1.2x1.3m bales (left) and 1.2x0.9m bales (right) 

Layer 1 (Figure 55) should always be an ‘Auto-stack With Tie’ regardless of the bale size. This ensures 

the bales sits across the forks if they are being used. Figure 55 shows two examples of how to start a 

stack using two separate bale sizes. This stack configuration will give you a stable stack to tip other 

loads against. When counting layers, the layers are referenced by starting at the layer in the rear 

clamps.  As shown in Figure 55, once the stack is erected, Layer 1 is the layer that is in contact with 

the ground. In the examples, the stack is being added to from right to left.   
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NOTE:  If there is only one tied/not tied layer on the top, depending on the grab style it can be very 

difficult to dissemble the stack. Alternatively, you can have just a single bale as the final layer which 

reduces the risk of a bale falling of the back of the stack.  

If you are building a large stack, it is recommended to tie the first two stacks and to stack them all the 

same way. If the stack is going to stand for a significant period of time, the final stack can also be tied 

to secure the entire stack.  

If you’re stacking on sloping ground, it’s much easier to build the stack working up the hill where 

possible. This way the bales will naturally want to lean backwards and keep the stack standing. 

With 1.2x1.3m bales, you will only get 5 layers on the trailer unless the bales are rolled through 90 

degrees so the strings are around the sides of the bales instead of being around the top and bottom 

of the bales. You may find stacking the bales with the strings on the side much easier as the bales tend 

to be much more level and even over the length of the bale.  

6.3 Settings Explained 
This section explains the functions of all the settings. Should you wish to adjust any setting, this section 

explains the effects and the possible unexpected side effect that could disrupt the behaviour of the 

Transtacker. 

To find the settings, press the bottom left button with the three white lines to take you to the first 

settings page (see Figure 56). This button will be referred to as the ‘Menu’ button throughout the 

settings explanations. There are 4 pages of settings and you can scroll through the pages by pressing 

the button with the 3 lines. To scroll backwards through the settings page, use the ‘Enter’ button 

located on the bottom right of the screen (as shown in Figure 56). 

The order and titles of the settings pages are as follows: Manual Settings, Auto Settings, Additional 

Settings and Speed/Angle Settings.  

 

Figure 56: Finding Settings Pages 

6.3.1 Manual Settings 
All the manual settings are set to maximum speed. You can operate any individual function when using 

the joystick. The manual settings screen is shown in Figure 57. By pressing any of the corresponding 

buttons, you can go into those particular settings (see Table 6 for a list of all the settings under the 

buttons).  
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NOTE: The top left symbol is for day/night mode. This will reduce the screen brightness for working in 

the dark.  

 

Figure 57: Manual Setting Screen Layout 

Table 6: List of all Manual Settings, there function and default value 

Button Name Setting Name Function 
Default 

Value (%) 

Clamp Settings 
Manual Close Left/Right 

Clamps Speed 
The speed the gates close. 75 

 
Manual Open Left/Right 

Clamps Speed 
The speed the gates open. 75 

 
Manual Close Rear Clamps 

Speed 
The speed the rear clamps close. 100 

 
Manual Open Rear Clamps 

Speed 
The speed the rear clamps open. 100 

Guidebar 
Settings 

Manual Retract Guidebar 
Speed 

N/A N/A 

 
Manual Guidebar Extend 

Speed 
N/A N/A 

Hook Settings Manual Insert Hooks Speed The speed the hooks insert. 100 

 Manual Retract Hooks Speed The speed the hooks retract. 100 

Pickup Settings Manual Raise Pickup Speed The speed the pickup raises. 100 

 Manual Lower Pickup Speed 

The speed the pickup lowers. 
 

NOTE: If the bump function in 
the ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence is 
too aggressive, lowering this 

setting will slow down the speed 
the bump function operates at 
and will reduce damage to the 

bales. 

70 

Stack Table 
Settings 

Manual Stack Table Raise 
Speed 

The speed the Stack Table 
Raises. 

100 
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Manual Stack Table Lower 

Speed 
The speed the Stack Table 

Lowers. 
100 

 
Manual Stack Table Rotate 

Speed 
The Speed the Stack Table 

Rotates both CW and ACW. 
100 

Trailer Settings Manual Raise Trailer Speed Speed the Trailer Raises. 100 

 Manual Lower Trailer Speed Speed the Trailer Lowers. 100 

 

To alter a setting, select the corresponding button (as shown in Figure 57). For Example, press the 

‘Clamp Settings’ button and you will see the screen shown in Figure 58. The arrow to the right shows 

which setting you have selected. To select a different setting, use the top two right buttons to scroll 

up and down the settings. To increase and decrease the value, use the bottom right two buttons. The 

plus increases the speed and the minus symbol decreases the speed.  

 

Figure 58: Screen Showing Manual Clamp Settings 

6.3.2 Auto Settings 
These are the settings that control the automated functions such as; ‘Auto-Pickup’, ‘Auto-Stack’, 

‘Auto-Tip Bed Down’ and ‘Road Mode’. Altering these settings incorrectly can cause issues with the 

automated sequences and therefore it is advised that you make a note of the settings before making 

any alterations in case of any issues with the automated functions where it would be necessary to 

revert back to the original settings.  

NOTE: The speed of the hydraulics will vary depending on the PTO speed and temperature of the oil. 

Therefore, altering settings when the oil is at working temperature may affect function of machine 

when oil is cold.  
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Figure 59: Auto Settings Screen  
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Table 7: List of Auto Functions, their functions and default values 

Button Name Setting Name Function 
Default Value 

(% or s) 

Tine Settings Auto Insert Tines Timer How long the pickup tines ‘Insert’ for during the auto pickup cycle 2s 

 Auto Retract Tines Timer 
• How long the pickup tines ‘Retract’ for during an ‘Auto-Pickup’ cycle 

• Time spent to ‘Retract’ the tines in ‘Road Mode’ 
3s 

Clamp 
Settings* 

Auto Close Left/Right Clamps 
Speed 

Speed the side gates close during auto functions 75% 

 
Auto Close Left/Right Clamps 

Time 
• Time spent closing the side gates when full 

• Time spent closing the gates in ‘Road Mode’ 
5s 

 
Auto Open Left/Right Clamps 

Speed 
Speed the side gates open out at. 75% 

 
Auto Open Left/Right Clamps 

Time 
Time spent opening the side gates in the ‘Auto-Open’ function in ‘Stack Mode’ 3s 

 Auto Close Rear Clamps Speed Speed the rear clamps close during auto functions 100% 

 Auto Close Rear Clamps Timer 
• Time Spent during the ‘Auto-Stack’ sequence (when trailer is full) to close the 

rear clamps 

• Time spent closing the rear clamps during ‘Road Mode’ 

7s 

 Auto Open Rear Clamps Speed Speed the rear clamps close during auto functions 100% 

 Auto Open Rear Clamps Time Time for the rear clamps to in the ‘Auto-Open’ function in ‘Stack Mode’ 8s 

Guidebar 
Settings 

Auto Retract Guidebar Speed N/A N/A 

 Auto Retract Guidebar Time N/A N/A 

 Auto Extend Guide Bar Speed N/A N/A 

 Auto Extend Guidebar Timer N/A N/A 

Hook Settings Auto Retract Hooks Speed Speed hooks ‘Retract’ at during auto functions 100% 

 Auto Retract Hooks Time 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Stack’ sequence 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Tip Bed Down’ sequence 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Open’ sequence in Stack Mode 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Retract Turntable’ 

3s 

 Auto Extend Hooks Speed Speed hooks ‘Insert’ at during auto functions 100% 
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 Auto Extend Hooks Timer 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Stack’ sequence 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Tip Bed Down’ sequence 

• Time taken for hooks to ‘Insert’ during ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence 
 

3s 

Pickup 
Settings 

Auto Lower Pickup Speed Maximum speed the pickup will travel during ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence 70% 

 Auto Raise Pickup Speed Maximum speed pickup will travel during ‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence 50% 

Stack Table 
Settings* 

Auto Retract Stack Table Speed Speed at which Turntable will ‘Retract’ during auto-functions 95% 

 Auto Retract Stack Table Timer Time for Turntable to ‘Retract’ during ‘Auto-Tip Bed Down’ function 9s 

 Auto Extend Stack Table Speed Speed at which Turntable will ‘Extend’ during auto-functions. 80% 

 Auto Extend Stack Table Timer 
Time during ‘Auto-Stack’ sequence the Turntable will continue to ‘Extend’ from the 

point when the Turntable begins to rotate 
4s 

 Auto Lower Stack Table Speed 
The maximum speed the Turntable will lower at during ‘Auto-Stack’ and ARTT (Auto-

Return Turntable) 
85% 

 Auto Raise Stack Table Speed 
The maximum speed the Turntable will raise at during Auto Stack and ARTT (Auto-

Return Turntable) 
100% 

 Auto Rotate Stack Table Speed 
The maximum speed the Turntable will rotate at during Auto Stack and ARTT (Auto-

Return Turntable) 
100% 

Trailer 
Settings 

Auto Lower Trailer Fast Speed The speed the trailer lowers at full speed. 100% 

 Auto Lower Trailer Fast Time The period of time the trailer lowers for at ‘Auto Lower Trailer Fast Speed’ setting 13s 

 Auto Lower Trailer Slow Speed 
The speed the trailer will lower at once the ‘Auto Lower Trailer Fast Time’ timer is 

completed and continues until the ‘Bed Down, Table Retracted Prox’ sensor is made 
50% 

 Auto Lower Trailer Slow Time N/A N/A 

 

*NOTE: Where there are more than 4 settings listed, if you continue to scroll down, it will change to another page of settings for you to see.  
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6.3.3 Speed/Angle Settings 
This page gives you adjustments to the ‘speed reductions’ or proportional speed control of pickup 

lift/lower, turntable lift/lower and turntable rotate clockwise/anticlockwise. It is advised that without 

a competent operator, none of these settings should be changed.  

These proportional speed reduction settings slow down the beginning and end of the cylinder strokes 

to make the machine smoother in operation and exerts less stress on the machine.  

The speed/angle setting has the option called ‘Extra Settings’ which is probably one of the most 

common used settings for the operator to adjust the machine. In Table 8, all the settings, their 

corresponding functions and the default setting value are listed.  

 

Figure 60: Speed/Angle Settings Screen 

Table 8: Speed/Angle Settings Table of all settings 

Button Name Setting Name Function 
Default 
Value 

Table Lift Speed 
Reduction 

Speed Dampening 
Angle Start 

• Angle to which the acceleration 
of the Turntable lift happens 

• The distance from the final 
angle, the Turntable will 

decelerate 

16 degrees 

 
Raise Stack Table 
Minimum Speed 

• The speed the Turntable raise 
will initially start at 

• The speed the Turntable raise 
will finish at 

42% 

 
Lower Stack Table 
Minimum Speed 

• The speed the Turntable lower 
will initially start at 

• The speed the Turntable lower 
will finish at 

30% 

Table Rotate 
Speed Reduction 

Speed Dampening 
Angle Start 

• The angle to which the 
Turntable rotation will 

accelerate  
16 Degrees 
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• The angle from 90 degrees 
which the Turntable rotation 

will decelerate  

 
Rotate CW 

Minimum Speed 

• The speed the Turntable 
rotation will initially start at 

• The speed the Turntable 
rotation will finish at 

20% 

 
Rotate ACW 

Minimum Speed 

• The speed the Turntable 
rotation will initially start at 

• The speed the Turntable 
rotation will finish at 

35% 

Pickup Speed 
Reduction 

Speed Dampening 
Angle Start 

• Angle to which the acceleration 
of the pickup lift/lower will 

happen 

• The angle from 90 degrees the 
pickup lower/raise will 

decelerate 

40 Degrees 

 
Raise Pickup 

Minimum Speed 

• The speed the pickup raise will 
initially start at 

• The speed the pickup raise will 
finish at 

40% 

 
Lower Pickup 

Minimum Speed 

• The speed the pickup lower will 
initially start at 

• The speed the pickup lower will 
finish at 

40% 

Extra Settings Pickup Hold Angle 
The ‘Hold Angle’ the Pickup will pause 
at during ‘Auto-Pickup’ while an ‘Auto-

Stack’ sequence is happening 
90 Degrees 

 
Pickup Release 

Angle 
The angle at which the pickup will stop 

raising and retract the tines 
178 degrees 

 
Retract Guidebar 

Option (Auto-
Stack) 

To retract the Guidebar when the trailer 
is full and in the closing up process. 
NOTE: SHOULD ALWAYS BE ‘ACTIVE’ 

ACTIVE 

 
Table Retract Crush 

Time 
How long the Turntable ‘Retracts’ for 

when putting on the ‘Extra Layer’ 
2 seconds 

 
Forks Forward 

Time 

Time spent pulling the forks forward. If 
forks bolted down, reduce timer to 2 

seconds to speed up closing up process 
30 seconds 

 
Pickup Lower 
Release Time 

N/A 2 seconds 

 
Table Extend 
Rotate Time 

How long the Turntable ‘Extends’ for 
before the rotate of the turntable starts 

2 seconds 

 
Table Full Continue 

Time 
How long the Turntable continues to 

retract after the bed full sensor is made 
0.2 seconds 

 
Retract Hooks 
when Pickup 
Reaches 90o 

The hooks will retract when the 
operator manually raises the pickup  

ACTIVE 

 Screen Saver Time 
How long the ‘Work Screen’ is displayed 

before it returns to the screensaver 
page 

4 minutes 
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Extend Tines in 

Bump 

When you push the joystick forward in 
the in the lower pickup stage of the 

‘Auto-Pickup’ sequence, the tines will 
come in when this setting is ‘ACTIVE’ 

ACTIVE 

 
Minimum Table Lift 

to Rotate/Extend 

• The minimum angle the 
Turntable rotate can happen at 

during auto functions 

• The angle the Turntable must 
be lifted to for the operator be 

able to either Extend, Retract or 
Rotate the Turntable. 

10 Degrees 

 
Maximum Table 

Lift to Rotate 

The maximum angle the turntable 
rotate can happen at during auto 

functions 
30 Degrees 

 
Overall Angle 

Tolerance 
Angle tolerance on the potentiometers 

For example, 90 ± 2 degrees 
2 Degrees 

 
Pickup Angle to 
Retract Hooks 

The angle at which the hooks will start 
to retract during the ‘Auto-Pickup’ 

sequence 
10 Degrees 

 
Extra Layer Option 

(Auto-Stack) 

When this option is ‘ACTIVE’, the 
Turntable will always return for the 

‘Extra Layer’ once the bed full sensor is 
made 

ACTIVE 

 

6.3.4 Additional Settings  
The two points of main interest on this page are the ‘Sensor Status’ and ‘Calibrate Sensors’. Under all 

the buttons on the left-hand side of the display, there is information displayed that isn’t any use to 

the operator and there are no settings that can be changed (see Figure 61 to see screen). Both the 

‘Sensor Status’ and ‘Calibrate Sensors’ are covered in more detail in section 6.4 on the next page.  

 

Figure 61: Additional Settings Screen 
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6.4 Sensor Adjustment and Calibration 
On the Transtacker there are a total of 7 sensors, 3 potentiometers and 4 inductive switches used in 

the automated sequences.  

6.4.1 Potentiometer Sensors 
There are 3 potentiometer sensors and their locations are shown in Figure 62.  They perform the 

following functions: 

• The ‘Pickup Angle’ potentiometer sensor’s function is to monitor the position of the Pickup 

throughout the ‘Auto-Pickup’ function. 

• The ‘Turntable Lift Angle’ potentiometer sensor’s function is to monitor the lift angle of the 

Turntable in various auto functions. 

• The ‘Turntable Rotate Angle’ potentiometer sensor’s function is to monitor the rotational 

position of the Turntable in various auto functions.  

 

Figure 62: Locations of the 3 Potentiometers on the Transtacker 

Before you calibrate a sensor, it is good practice to check the feedback from each potentiometer on 

the ‘Sensor Status’ page. This is found on the ‘Additional Settings’ page on the right-hand side and is 

the second button down from the top as you will see on the screen shown in Figure 63. This page 

will show the three different feedback readings that are labelled as previously mentioned.  The 

stated feedback signals are the current angles that each potentiometer sensor is reading at that 

moment. Therefore, the angle stated should correspond directly with the visual position the 

respective part is at.  

• In the ‘Home’ position of the Pickup, the Turntable rotation and lift is approximately 0o. 

• In the ‘Away’ position, the Pickup is approximately 180o. 

• In the ‘Away’ position, the turntable rotation and lift is approximately 90o. 
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Figure 63: Sensor Status Page. 

To ensure your potentiometers are working correctly or to verify you have calibrated a sensor 

correctly,  on the ‘Sensor Status’ page (Figure 63), you can see on the top right of the screen that there 

are two options of; ‘Stack Table Angles’ and ‘Pickup Angles’. Pressing either of those buttons will pull 

up either of the screens shown in Figure 64.  

On both screens, at the top centre of the screen, there are instructions for you to follow. With the 

PTO running, you can follow the instructions. The machine will move, as will the graphics which 

replicate the real time movement of the Transtacker. Ensure the Guidebar is extended in order to use 

the ‘Pickup Angle’. 

NOTE: The Transtacker will move and therefore you need to ensure the area is safe and clear of 

bystanders.  

NOTE: Before you rotate the turntable, ensure the turntable is raised to at least 15 degrees.  

If it is felt that a calibration of a sensor is necessary, go to section 6.4.2.  

  

Figure 64: ‘Stack Tables Angles’ (Left) and ‘Pickup Angle’ (Right).  
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6.4.2 Calibration of Potentiometers 
Turn the screen off and back on again so the main work screen is displayed. Scroll to ‘Additional 

Settings’ and press ‘Calibrate Sensors’. If you are unsure how to find the ‘Calibrate Sensors’ page, see 

section 6.3. You will then have the screen displayed shown in Figure 65. You can then choose which 

POT you wish to calibrate.  

 

Figure 65: Calibrate Sensors Screen. 

Once you’ve selected the sensor to calibrate, following the onscreen instructions, carry out the 

following steps:  

1. Move the joystick forward or backwards as instructed until the Transtacker stops moving.  

2. Once the machine has stopped moving, press the button next to the floppy disc symbol (4th 

button down on right hand side of screen).  

3. Press the ‘Menu’ button and the joystick directional arrow and the instructions will change.  

4. Move the joystick forward or backwards as instructed until the Transtacker stops moving.  

o NOTE: The Transtacker should move in the opposite direction to step 1.  

5. Once the machine has stopped moving then press the button next to the floppy disc symbol 

(4th button down on right hand side of screen).  

6. You can then exit this screen by pressing the ‘Enter’ button.  

7. If you wish to calibrate more than one sensor, you can press the ‘Calibrate Sensors’ and repeat 

from step 1.  

8. Once the calibration/s are complete, return to section to 6.4.1 and go to ‘Sensor Status’ to 

verify the calibration procedure has been completed successfully.  

NOTE: If you want to calibrate the Turntable rotation sensor, the Turntable MUST be raised to 

approximately 45 degrees before starting the calibration procedure. To raise the Turntable, go to 

‘Stack Mode’, press the bottom right button and push the joystick forward.  

6.4.3 Inductive Switches and adjustment  
There are four inductive sensors located around the Transtacker that are used in auto functions. The 

locations around the Transtacker are shown in Figure 66 and their names and functions are explained 

below:  
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• The ‘Fork Safety Prox’ is used to detect the position of the forks when they are at the rear of 

the trailer. 

• The ‘Rear Pad Full’ sensor is to detect when the trailer is ‘full’ of bales and tells the trailer to 

either close up or perform the ‘Extra Layer’ function if it is ‘Active’. 

• The ‘Guidebar Full in Prox’ detects when the Guidebar is fully retracted for ‘Road Mode’ and 

stops the pickup being raised when the latch is engaged. 

• The ‘Bed Down, Table Retracted Prox’ detects when the turntable retracts in ‘Auto-Stack’ and 

the ‘Auto Lower Turntable’ functions. In the ‘Auto Tip Bed Down Function’, it senses when the 

platform is lowered on the Stops.   

 

Figure 66: Location of Inductive Switches on Transtacker 

The status of the sensors is shown on the ‘Sensor Status’ page in Figure 63. The 4 sensors all have 

coloured dots next to them denoting their status. The possible statuses are explained below: 

• A red dot shows the sensor is healthy and the sensor is ‘not made’ 

• A green dot shows the sensor is healthy and the sensor is ‘made’ 

• A blue dot shows there is an issue with either the sensor or with the wiring harness going 

back to the ECU (see section 9.1.2 in troubleshooting section).  

The meaning of ‘made’ and ‘not made’ depends on how close metal is to the sensor. The sensors have 

a working range of 0 to 8mm. A sensor will be ‘made’ when there is metal within the 8mm tolerance 

which will activate the sensor and ‘not made’ when the metal moves away beyond the 8mm 

tolerance.   

For visual clarification on whether the sensor is made, there is an LED built into the sensor near the 

M12 connector. When the LED is orange, the sensor is ‘made’. If the sensor displays no LED light then 

the sensor is ‘not made’. Overtime, the sensors may need adjusting due to wear in the machine.   
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To adjust the sensors, simply loosen the two nuts on the sensor and move the sensor closer or further 

away from the ‘target’. It is advised that target is a minimum of 2mm away from the sensor but no 

more than 6mm away. To know the sensor is close enough to the LED, the LED will be lit orange. if the 

LED is flashing orange, the sensor is at its limit of 8mm and needs to be adjusted closer. 

NOTE: It is important that the target does not make contact with the sensor as it will damage and/or 

cause malfunction of sensor.  

 

Figure 67: Adjustment of Inductive Sensors 
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7.0  Electrical and Hydraulic System 

7.1 Electrical System 

7.1.1 Fusing locations and functions 
There is a 30A fuse located about 0.3m from the battery terminal in the cab harness. Assuming the 

harness is fitted to battery, it can be easily overlooked as it’s not visible. All other fuses are within the 

clear Perspex cover in the ECU Box and their functions are explained in Table 9.  

 

Figure 68: ECU Box with Fuse locations 

The fuse box shown in the figure above is located on the inside of the left hand chassis rail, located 

behind the oil tank.  

Table 9: Fuse Numbers and functions 

Fuse Number/Rating Function of Fuse 

F1 - 5A 
Supplies power into Pin 4 in the controller 

within the ECU Box (supply used with inductive 
sensors into the controller) 

F2 - 15A 
Supplies power into Pins 3-5 inclusive in the 

controller within the ECU Box 

F3 – 5A Not  used - Spare 12V supply to Valve Block 

F4 – 5A 
12V Power supply to the Turntable lift and 

rotate Potentiometers 

F5 – 5A 
12V Supply to pickup Potentiometer and the 4 

inductive switches 

F6 – 5A 
Power to all proportional solenoids on the 

PVG32 Valve Block 

F7 – 5A Supply of power to E-stop 

 

7.2 Hydraulic System 
This section outlines the hydraulic system of a Transtacker, highlighting maintenance points and check 

points around the machine. The Transtacker contains its own hydraulic system, including pump and 

tank. 
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7.2.1 Hydraulic Filters 
There are two hydraulic filters on the machine, a Return Filter located in the top of the tank and an 

Inline Pressure Filter mounted to the drawbar in front of the Valve Block. The Return Filter should be 

changed every year and the Pressure Filter every other year.  

7.2.2 System Pressure 
The maximum hydraulic pressure of a Transtacker is 210bar. This information is relevant should you 

need to replace any hydraulic hoses.   

The grade of oil required is Hydraulic 46.  
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8.0 Software Diagrams. 
To aid with diagnostics, the software diagrams should help the operator locate where the issue 

within the auto sequence and combined with section 9.0 Troubleshooting may help resolve the 

issue. The software diagrams in this section only apply to the auto functions.  

By using diagrams and the top right corner of the screen (Figure 8), along with the key below (Table 

10), you should be able to fault find or fine tune the machine. You should be able to locate which 

setting/sensor is causing the fault and should your machine ‘pause’ during an auto sequence, then 

you should be able to locate where within the diagram it is.  

Table 10: Key to Software Diagrams 

Symbol/Text Meaning 

 

The rectangular shape is used to show what 
input starts the auto sequence. The text inside 

signifies what the input must be to start the 
sequence. 

 

This oval symbol is the function the machine is 
performing depending upon the text inside. 

This example is ‘Retracting Hooks’. 

Operator pushes joystick forward in field mode 
Red coloured text anywhere on the software 
diagrams requires input from the operator. 

 

The diamond shape means a decision is being 
made by the software depending upon sensor 

and/or timer feedback. 
NOTE: To help you with making the decision, 
you may need to refer to the ‘Sensor Status’ 

page to know the status of the sensor. 

Pickup Hold Angle (90
o
) 

Blue text displayed anywhere on the software 
diagrams are the ‘Extra Settings’ which make 

them easier to locate. 

Auto Insert Tines Timer (3 secs) 

The text displayed around the oval shapes in 
the diagrams is the feedback that the ECU 

needs to know to confirm that the function is 
completed. Terminology matches the screen to 

assist with finding the necessary setting. 

 

The circle is where ‘parallel’ functions will 
happen. Parallel means the machine will 

perform multiple functions at the same time. 

Only used on 2nd/3rd bale 
Purple text are comments to help explain the 

function and when certain functions will 
happen. 
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8.1 Auto Pickup Sequence 

 

Figure 69: Auto Pickup Diagram 
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8.2 Auto Stack Sequence (both with and without tie) 

 

Figure 70: Auto Stack Diagram 
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8.3 Auto Lower Turntable 

 

Figure 71: Auto Lower Turntable Diagram 
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8.4 Auto Open Sequence 

 

Figure 72: Auto Open Diagram 
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8.5 Auto Tip Bed Down Sequence 

 

Figure 73: Auto Tip Bed Down Diagram 
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8.6 Road Mode Sequence 

 

Figure 74: Road Mode Diagram
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9.0  Troubleshooting 
This section is basic trouble shooting to allow you to fault find some simple issues that may occur 

with your Transtacker. 

9.1 Sensor Banner 
The Transtacker has an inbuilt function to detect its own sensor issues. When it detects an error and 

you try to use an auto function, a banner will be displayed across the top of the screen(as shown in 

Figure 75). The banner will tell you which of the 7 sensors are at fault. The first step when a banner 

arises is to check the sensor status as explained in 6.4.1. If a fault occurs during an auto sequence, the 

sequence will be stopped automatically.  

 

Figure 75: Sensor Fault Banner on screen 

9.1.1 Potentiometer Error 
When you have a potentiometer error banner, the first thing to check is the ‘Sensor Status’ to check 

the feedback values. Then go to either the ‘Stack Tables Angles’ or ‘Pickup Angle’ page and check the 

machine movements and the display correspond correctly. Should there be a inconsistencies between 

the displayed ‘Angle/s’ on the screen and the position of the Transtacker, then recalibrate the relevant 

sensor (see section 6.4.2).  

If issues with the potentiometer sensors continue after recalibration, then a thorough visual check of 

the relevant sensor linkage and wiring should be undertaken. If nothing is found and the fault is still 

present, swap the POT with one of the other two on the machine. This will isolate the fault to being 

either the POT or the wiring. If the sensor is faulty, the fault with move with the POT to the new sensor 

location. If the wiring is faulty, the fault with remain the same location as before the POT’s were 

swapped.  
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Figure 76: Potentiometer with centre spindle position in relation to cable exit 

NOTE: If you are changing the POT sensors, the flat edge on the centre spindle needs to be in line 

cable exit on the sensor needs to remain as similar as possible (see Figure 76).  

9.1.2 Inductive Switch Error 
When you have an inductive switch error, the banner will only pop up when the ‘Sensor Status’ of the 

sensor is blue. You will need to visually inspect the wiring harnesses and the sensors on the machine. 

Should there be any damage to the sensor, particularly to the sensing face of the sensor, then the 

sensor needs to be changed. Should the fault still be present, then contact the Service Department at 

Big Bale Co. South Ltd.  

9.2 Common Symptoms and their Cause  
These table lists possible faults/adjustments that could happen to the Transtacker. Should you have 

an auto function fault that isn’t listed, you can follow the relevant auto function sequence using the 

software diagram in section 8 or alternatively contact the Service Department at Big Bale Co. South 

Ltd.  

To quickly find the fault, you can see the functions of the auto sequence in the top right-hand corner 

of the screen (see section 5.2.5). once you’ve identified the function which isn’t completing, you can 

identify the sensor and/or timer in question to resolve the issue.  

9.2.1 Auto Pickup Issues 
Table 11: Auto-Pickup troubleshooting 

Symptom Cause 

The pickup tines enter the bale and 
immediately withdraw 

• Check the ‘Pickup Release Angle’ is set 
to approximately ≥175o 

• Check the calibration of the Pickup POT 
using ‘Sensor Status’ 

The tines do not penetrate the bale enough 

• ‘Auto-Insert Tines Timer’ needs 
increasing 

• Can hold the joystick forward to 
continue putting tines in further (see 
section 5.3.3) 

• There are too many tines are in the tine 
frames 

The pickup stops at the ‘Hold Angle’ when 
‘Auto-Stack’ isn’t active 

• Check the Turntable Lift POT. The value 
has to be ≤ 1 degrees 
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• Check the ‘Overall Angle Tolerance’. 
Increase the tolerance to 2 degrees 

Pickup raises the bale up but doesn’t retract 
the tines 

• Check the value of Pickup POT in 
‘Sensor Status’ and compare to ‘Pickup 
Release Angle’ 

• Turntable Bale Stop may need sliding 
out to allow bales to be pushed on 
further 

• Reduce the ‘Pickup Release Angle’ 

Turntable attempts to rotate during ‘Auto-
Pickup’ sequence 

• Check the rotate selector valve on the 
A-frame 

• Check electrical power to the correct 
solenoid on A-frame Block 

Hooks do not retract during ‘Auto-Pickup’ 

• Check hydraulic and electrical supplies 
to the Hooks Selector Valve located on 
A-frame by manual input through the 
joystick 

Hooks do not insert far enough into the bale • Increase the ‘Auto Insert Hooks Timer’ 
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9.2.2 Auto Stack Issues 

Table 12: Auto-Stack troubleshooting 

Symptom Cause 

The Turntable raises but doesn’t extend 
forward 

• Check the ‘Minimum Table Lift to 
Rotate/Extend’ and compare to 
Turntable lift POT angle in ‘Sensor 
Status’ 

• Bales are pushing against previous layer 
already stacked on the platform. 

The bales on the turntable get caught in the 
extension frame when rotating 

• Decrease the ‘Maximum Table Lift to 
Rotate’ setting 

The turntable is fully raised and retracted but 
the hooks won’t retract  

• Check the ‘Bed Down, Table Retracted 
Prox’, this should be ‘made’ at this 
point which would show as a green dot 
on the ‘Sensor Status’ page 

The turntable is raised but won’t retract 

• Check the Turntable Lift POT value, 
should be 90 degrees.  

• Bales are stopping the turntable lifting 
to 90 degrees or the POT needs 
recalibrating 

• Check overall angle tolerance is 2 
degrees 

The ‘Auto-Stack’ cycle cancels when starting 
‘Auto-Pickup’ 

• The joystick is sensitive and needs to be 
returned to centre more smoothly 
rather than being pushed and released 
to avoid cancelling the function  

The turntable lowers back down and rotates 
but won’t lower onto the Stops 

• Check the Turntable Rotate POT on 
‘Sensor Status’ page 

• Recalibrate the turntable rotate POT 

• Check ‘Overall Angle Tolerance’. 
Increase tolerance to 2 degrees 

The ‘Auto-Stack’ symbol remains highlighted 
brown but Turntable is back on the stops 

• Recalibrate the Turntable Lift POT with 
the turntable just floating off the stops 

• Increase the ‘Lower Stack Table 
Minimum Speed’ by 2% 

• Check ‘Overall Angle Tolerance’. 
Increase tolerance to 2 degrees 

The Transtacker closes up when trailer isn’t full 
• Bed Full switch is on (shows green on 

‘Sensor Status’ page) 

When Turntable is at 90 degrees, the hooks 
retract before the Turntable retracts 

• Check the ‘Bed Down, Table Retracted 
Prox’, is ‘made’ at this point which 
would show as a green dot on the 
‘Sensor Status’ page 

• The sensor should be red dot at this 
point 

When ‘Extra Layer’ is ‘Active’ and ‘Auto-Stack’ 
finishes with gap between layers 7 and 8 

• Increase ‘Table Retract Crush Time’ 

You find the Turntable pushes the bales too far 
out of the rear clamps 

• Decrease ‘Table Full Continue Time’ 
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9.2.3 Miscellaneous Issues 
Table 13: Miscellaneous troubleshooting 

Symptom Cause 

All functions are slow in operation regardless of 
joystick position 

• Standby pressure is too low, standby 
(LS) pressure should be 20 bar 

Side gates keep stopping when opening and will 
open if you decrease manual flow rate 

• Anti-Burst Valves on side gate cylinders 
need adjusting to allow more oil flow  

There is a lot of bounce in the Turntable when 
completing a rotation either clockwise or 

anticlockwise 

• The dampening rubber blocks need 
tightening up or replacing 

Trailer will not tip up 
• Fork switch is ‘made’, check on ‘Sensor 

Status’, forks switch needs to show red 
dot for trailer to tip up 

Hooks retract when the Turntable rotates 
clockwise 

• Check the Hooks Selector Valve on the 
A-frame in the aluminium block 

• Check electrical power into correct 
solenoid on A-frame block 

Right side gate moves when you operate the 
left side gate or vice versa 

• Check the Side Gate Selector Valves, 
mounted centrally on the platform by 
the side gate cylinders 

Turntable will not rotate, extend or retract 
• Turntable Lift Angle on ‘Sensor Status’ 

has to be greater than ‘Minimum Table 
Lift to Rotate/Extend’ 

HMI displays ‘Main Communication Failure’ 

• This sometimes appears when the 
tractor is started and the screen is 
already on. Press any button on the 
joystick and continue as normal.  

• There is a wiring fault between the 
screen, the joystick and the ECU. 

Turntable lift ram creeps down when only 
partly raised 

• The Counterbalance Valves and/or 
Valve Seals have failed and allowing oil 
past 

When the pickup tines are retracted either 
manually or during auto function 

• One of the Pickup Tine Cylinder Seals 
are failing or have failed. 

Pickup is unable to lift bale or only lift bale part 
way 

• Pickup Lift cylinder Seals are failing or 
one cylinder has failed. 

• Insufficient system pressure, the 
system pressure should be 210 bar.  

 

Potentiometers require frequent calibration 
• Check POT linkage/s for excessive wear 

• Check ‘Overall Angle Tolerance’, 
increase tolerance to 2 degrees 

 

 


